
yoga for
athletes

SPORT SPECIFIC WORKSHOP

VIDEO ASSIST 

MOVEMENT AUDIT

Fun and engaging yoga practice that meets the athlete where they're at and teaches them how to move well in their

bodies.  This workshop is geared specifically towards your sport.  Movements and poses will be chosen in order to help

build the requisite strength, stability, and range of motion necessary for the highest level of sport performance. 

 Emphasis is placed on owning and controlling movement during the practice so that athletes can harness it during a

game/competition.  During the workshop we'll run through everything from dynamic stability to range of motion to

building strength in new, different, and challenging ways.  BYOM - bring your own (yoga) mat and I'll supply the rest!

Workshops are 60, 75, or 90 minutes in length.  

If you coach a team then you know it can be hard for them to stay consistent with their warm up, core training,

dynamic stability, cool down and/or rest/recovery routines.  I can help with this!  I'll create three custom videos (15-25

minutes in length) covering the areas you want your team to focus on the most.  You'll be able to send these to your

team for them to do on their own time before or after your practice sessions.  This will that allow you to get more

done during practice and empower your athletes to move well on their own before, during, and after practice or

competition. 

A powerful way to see just what's moving and what's not!  With the help of the Functional Movement Screening I

can assess the movement quality for individual athletes or the whole team.  Afterwards I give personalized

recommendations and solutions to address the areas of weakness, instability, or low range of motion in the form of

3 video resources.  Videos are roughly 15-25 minutes in length depending on the athlete and FMS score. 

BOOKING NOW & SPRING 2020 SESSIONS
Call: 603-491-3383 
Email: meghan@fueledbyignite.com
Visit: www.fueledbyignite.com/movement

MEGHAN GOULD
 Certified Yoga Teacher
DII Collegiate Athlete 
Ultra Distance Runner

BOOST YOUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
YOGA FOR ATHLETES...TAUGHT BY ATHLETES

Know that yoga is great for athletes (like yourself or your team) 

but can’t get into the whole studio thing? 

Me either!! 

Yoga For Athletes is a different kind of yoga program.  

Think less ‘OM-ing’ and more "OMG I didn’t even know I had that muscle!" 

I teach yoga to athletes in a way that’s fun and relatable.  Classes are comprised of purposeful

poses, they offer lots of variety and modifications to meet athletes where they’re at.

BRING YOGA TO YOUR ATHLETES


